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The Desk Reference to the Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5 is a concise, affordable companion
to the best psychiatric reference, DSM-5. This handy reference provides fast access to the
details necessary to making a diagnosis. It includes the fully revised diagnostic classification, as
well as all of the diagnostic criteria from DSM-5 within an easy-to-use paperback file format. The
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders stands alone as the most authoritative
reference available for medical practice in the mental health field, and the structural and
diagnostic changes in the 5th edition are must-know material for every clinician. Made to
product DSM-5, this convenient instruction will help all mental medical researchers as they
integrate the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria into their diagnoses. The Table Reference to the
Diagnostic Criteria From DSM-5 distills the most crucial, updated diagnostic information from
this volume to provide clinicians with a great resource for efficiently diagnosing mental
disorders, ranging from the most prevalent to the least common.
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Get the Hard Cover! I believe some of these DSMs under $20 may be counterfeit. My
suggestion, if you are going to actually open up this book and especially if you are going to
utilize it frequently, invest the extra profit the hard cover! My duplicate is imprinted on two
different shares of papers. I haven't used it that much at this time, but the backbone has
damaged and a large chunk is now totally loose from the reserve.. I am super (somewhat
neurotic) about most of my books so I'm not handling that one too roughly. For the cost of this
book and how often I'm sure people will use it, they must do something about the spine.
Counterfeit books are a real problem The reviews about false books are legit. You can spiral
bind it yourself.. but not nearly as awful as what others have observed I was a little hesitant
purchasing this book based on the opinions other buyers have shared; However, and I know this
costs slightly more money for something that must have been thought of before it was mass
produced, you will get it spiraled at a location like Workplace Max for under $10. They will
somewhat shave off the binding and spiral it for you, making it actually functional for it's
purpose. Simply thought I will share this :).Happy diagnosing! I understand everyone's
frustration about any of it not getting spiral bound. I was yet, in need of it and the price certainly
convinced me to provide it a go. The book I received has some printing issues, however, not
nearly as bad as what others have experienced.I'm sure this is not the seller's fault, but I
purchased this in paperback to save lots of on cost. I recently realized that DSM is missing
webpages 421-468. Other than that and some pages printed at a slight angle the book serves its
purpose and even though it is used it is in great condition. My duplicate has no misspelled terms
nor duplicate or missing pages as others have reported. But seriously, in the event that you do
purchase one online, make sure you can return it if you don't like it. The publication took weeks
to arrive and now that it offers, it's missing pages 215-244 and has 245-276 twice.seriously,
seldom use it in fact it is cheap! The 1st half of the book is imprinted on glossy paper and the
spouse on regular stock perhaps 24lb or 32lb.P. Not the very best quality. I ordered this spiral
bound to get the cheaper prices detailed. The pages are tissue thin. for the price, I'd it expect it to
carry up to use. And every time I make an effort to turn among those pages, regardless of how
properly, they rip off aswell. Not really impressed with this publication at all! MISSING 50
PAGES!!.! Great information Great size for my needs Great condition Necessary for work so
usually a great buy pertaining to clinicians and therapy learners. I should have came back it
but..!oh, well, that's my bad! Missing pages The price is too good to be true. I know a few other
individuals who it has happened to. You get what you purchase!! I ordered mine utilized (not the
cheapest one either, paid 70 bucks).! This is a poor version when compared to one I bought in
1994. Inadequate quality of a reserve. Luckily I was able to get refund. The web pages are very
thin weird paper and many are crooked and not cut equally and printing looks like a Xerox.
Holes are crooked and in some cases punched thru words or codes. In my opinion definitely not
a quality or regular of a book published by A. The publication is seemingly in ideal condition and
aside from this huge concern, which was unaware if you ask me until I had a need to reference
certain diagnoses and noticed the pages are COMPLETELY GONE!A. I reordered at regular price
and the quality is significantly different. FALLING APART Obviously a necessity for diagnosing,
but falling apart after less than a year. I've had it not a year and it is falling aside and I rarely
utilize it. Got this so quickly and it’s practically NEW! Poor quality The ink on the papers would
smear if I highlighted them. I guess you get everything you pay for. I wouldn't be surprised if it
was a copy. Be kind to yourself and discover one in a bookstore and try it out instead of buy
online. DSM Great tool for my practice Mixed up pages My pages are all mixed up. It’s really
annoying Great print and copy Print was great, and book was in new shape. No complaints

Reserve was in NEW condition! Extremely irritating and disappointing! Got a artificial copy,
pages appeared to all end up being there but multiple webpages were crooked, and the text on
the cover appeared somewhat blurry.. Many thanks I required this for my class ASAP and I’m
very content with my purchase!
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